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PITCH

INTENTIONS

Immersed in the heart of a sensorial and poetic virtual reality experience close
to nature, Seeds makes the invisible visible inside a permaculture garden, in which the 
respect and maintenance of biodiversity are essential. Seeds transports us to the scale 
of the infinitely small through an instructive angle, following the footsteps of a nitrogen 
atom, during a life cycle of this essential element.

This project is being built in collaboration with Perma G’Rennes permaculture farm,
based in the city of Rennes. It would be presented during an immersive installation in 
the early summer of 2019. This event aims to bring together a diverse audience around
the issues of our relationship to nature and new technologies.

unexpectedly created by VR, different 
from those created in front of a screen. It 
has a tangible impact on our perception 
and relation to our environment.

We want to explore how VR affects 
our worldview and can provoke an 
emotional response that is important 
enough to trigger an awakening. 

«We think this project as a sort of 
biomimicry», like permaculture : we 
are inspired by nature, by its way of 
bringing into symbiosis different but 
complementary species to create 
strong interactions between reality and 
virtual-reality.

We live in a world where the 
consequences of our impact on the 
environment are becoming increasingly 
alarming. Seeds will allow us to highlight 
sustainable initiatives for a healthier 
planet. We believe that understanding 
and reconnecting with nature is one 
of the key elements of this world in 
transition.

This is why we propose to explore 
the way to apprehend it, to observe its 
balance and complexity by making the 
invisible visible, thanks to a promising 
tool: virtual reality (VR).

VR is not only a new medium with a 
screen. Its immersive quality makes it 
much more in-depth and  intimate. As 
all mixed realities, VR generates a deep 
connexion between reality and virtual-
reality. New synaptic connections are 



Scatter plot environment 
created on Unity 3d



REALISATIONS

For the Seeds virtual reality experience, 
we quickly decided to create a non-
photorealistic environment.  We believe 
that it is possible to tell a visually 
unrealistic story and successfully touch  
the viewer. 

We have done a lot of exploring to 
create an environment that is detailed 
and minimalist yet poetic. We were 
especially inspired by the notion of 
particles, because of their ability to 
embody all of these aspects. In addition 
to designating matter, particle systems 
are widely used in 3D engines to give 
an illusion of volumetry to complex 
elements such as fire, smoke or rain. 
Therefore we chose to use a 3D laser 
scanner to recreate the environment of 
the permaculture farm. From the raw 
readings obtained with the scanner, we 
can model this environment in the form 
of a scatter plot. Then, we use particle 
systems in Unity to bring this modeling 
to life, to give it detail while remaining 
minimalist.

VIRTUAL REALITY

Blender, Unity 3D 
(SteamVR,  Aura, 
OBLFluide, …),

Adobe Photoshop, After 
Effect, Premiere Pro

SOFTWARES

HTC Vive
3D Leica Scanner

EQUIPMENT



The Seeds scenario tells the life cycle of a nitrogen atom, from its initial gaseous 
state to its gaseous final state. The spectator follows the chemical evolution of this 
atom. For this he will dive underground, and finally will return to the air, in order to 
understand these complex exchanges. The following diagram of the nitrogen cycle 
represents our scientific reference for writing.
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Our creations will be presented to the public in summer 2019 at the Ecocenter 
of Rennes during a two-day event around the discovery of permaculture. The 
installation will be separated in three spaces : 

A VR space with HTC Vive (+ Samsung Gear VR)

A space with a large screen that will show a video capture of the VR  
experience

An additional documentation space about permaculture with billboards

Thousands of moving particles will be projected on the ground. A sound device 
linked to the projection on the big screen will be installed in the room in order 
to convey an atmospheric and relaxing surrounding. (here is an example of the 
soundtrack style that will be used: https://bit.ly/2Jtt1Rc)

IMMERSIVE INSTALLATION

First scenography model of the exhibition



REFERENCES 

NOTES ON BLINDNESS

OTHERS REFERENCES :
Evolution of verse, Chris Milk / Organic Data, Marc Zimmermann  / Film En quête de sens.

London based design studio, known for their digital and immersive creations. 
https://vimeo.com/marshmallowlaserfeast

Transmedia project by ARTE CREATIVE, based on the private audio diary of  John Hull and his progessive 
way to blindness . http://notesonblindness.arte.tv/fr/

MARSMALLOW LASER FEAST

https://www.with.in/watch/evolution-of-verse/
https://vimeo.com/181056531
https://enquetedesens-lefilm.com/
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